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Resolving the
Liquidity Effect

that excess money balances have a powerful
direct influence on expenditures, conventional
wisdom on the transmission mechanism of
monetary policy has been that the effects are
felt via interest rates. A very stylized view of
this mechanism is available from the money
demand and supply relations, which are
either explicit or implicit in most models:

Adrian R. Pagan and
John C. Robertson

(1)

‘Resolving: To separate into constituent or
efemeiitary parts”

=

+a

2r~+

vn~=P +$

(2)

1

(The Macquarie Dictionary)
liçppthe effect on interest rates of a change in

a

+~
2~0
0

where d indicates demand, s supply m, is the
log of nominal money r is the nominal interest
rate, while E~and Et are mutually uncorrelated
demand and supply shocks. In the textbook
treatment of this model, r , responds to shifts
5
in the money supply engineered by varying
Pa’ and the relation dr,/df3 = (a —’$ )’°means
1
2
2
that the interest rate decreases when money
supply increases, provided a < 0 and
9
— a . This negative reaction of the inter2
est rate to a rise in money supply is termed
the liquidity effect.
When there is a random variable attached
to money supply a change in f3~can be thought
of as a movement in the expected value of
$1+r~.and the money supply shock might
simply be re-labeled s~’,with the conceptual
experiment perfonned by changing the
expected value of £)‘from $~to a new value.
Since, mathematically there is no difference
between the response to a change in E’~or a
change in the expected value of s’~1we will
henceforth concentrate upon describing the
effects of a change in s~.Such an orientation
is now standard in the literature and will he
adopted here, so that the liquidity effect will
focus upon the simulated response of interest races to a money supply shock, setting all
other shocks to zero.
The above model is static and implies
chat all adjustments are instantaneous. To
make it dynamic, one might augment each
relation in equations 1 and 2 with lagged

monetary policy has long been an impor• cant topic in monetary economics, and
there is now a large body of literature that
has studied the existence and magnitude of
any such effect. Strong conclusions have
emerged, and yet, little is available by way of
work that attempts to account for the diversity of conclusions. This article aims to fill
some of this gap. As the title suggests, it does
this by separating out the basic elements of
the arguments that lead to the recorded conclusions. In later sections, these are enumerated and discussed. The first section of the
article sets out the framework underlying
existing studies, followed by an examination
of whether the proper object of investigation
is a single relationship or a complete system.
We come down in favor of the systems viewpoint. Even then, there are many other factors
that can account for a diversity of outcomes,
and section three is devoted to a consideration
of these, ranging from issues of measurement
to the sample of data selected for the empirical
work. The fourth section explores the interrelationship of monetary policy and the term
structure, while the final section presents
some conclusions.

THE RASIc~MODEL
Although there has been some dissent
over the years, mainly from those believing
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variables are important to money demand
and supply). It is now no longer sufficient to
focus just upon the interest elasticity of the
demand and supply of money
In practice, the relations in equation 5 will
also exhibit dynamics, possibly with lagged
values of all the variables appearing on the
right-hand side of each function. If we collect
the variables that are regarded as being part
of the system in an n x 1 vector z,, we could
write the supply and demand functions as

values in no and rr to produce
(3)

tn

=

In

=

a + a e~+ Bdm(L)mr + B~(L)n+
0
2
fib + fi2~ +
(L)m, + BsrU~)I~
+

with B~(L)being polynomials in the lag
2
operator of the form b,, L+b L +
There
1 211
is now a distinction to be made between
impact effects and the responses over time.
In general, one can solve these equations to
produce a moving-average representation for
interest races:

(4)

I~=

çcL)ed+

(8)

C,(L)e

O

rn

From new ee we will identify stnectom) equation errors arconding to
the neriahie taken to appear or the
left-Iron side xl the equation. This
has the adneetoge of heeing up the
clroice of whether it is the interest
rate or money that should be the

depeederrt variable in a demand on
supply equetion. Hence, cT is the
error in the structural equator thnt

has m on the left-hard side, and
0
this might he either demend or
supply, depending upon thecontent. For example, Gordon and
Leeper (1994) choose to rormolixe
the demon equator with marry
and the supply equatiar with the
interest rate.

=

rn =a +a e;+a p
0 1 2
3 0
+

where C,(L) = (c~+cu~L+....), and the impact
effect will be en, = (a —f3 )’ while the effects
2
2
over time are measured from the impulse
responses c .
05
In the framework just described, strong
restrictions have been placed upon both the
demand and supply funciions of money as
the demand for money would also be expected
to depend, inter alia, on the level of income
(or wealth) and the price level, while the
supply of money depends upon the “reaction
function” of the authorities. In the scenario
described by equation 2, the reaction function depends solely upon the current level of
the interest rate, whereas one might expect
chat current developments in the price level,
exchange rates, output and so on would also
play a role. Thus, ignoring dynamics for the
moxnent, equations I and 2 might become
(5)

199$

(9)

Ynfl’ tnr+Y Pr
2
3

+yy + B~(L)z +E~
0
1
More generally the whole system might he
written as
(10)

89z00

(11)

=

(12)

z

0

=

B7] BuZr_u +

1

- . .

0

+ B~ B~z, ,+ B~ E~

0

r =DjL)e~
0
=

D,

(L)B~s~~

=

Cm

(L)C +

where 2, are the elements in Z, excluding In,
and s7’= E~is the money supply shock.r Note
that there are two decompositions presented
here; one involving the “reduced fonn” shocks
e~from the VAR in equation 11, and one
involving the “structural” shocks E~from
equation 10.
Questions over the existence and magnitude of the liquidity effect are seen to hinge
critically upon the measurement of the parameters in the “structural relations.” ln particular, to isolate the money supply shock, it
is necessary that one he able to estimate both
the contemporaneous effects, a , y~,and the
1

YiP, + 1-0Y~+ F

the immediate liquidity effect will be
(7)

+ E~.

A(L)Z + e~
0
and solving for r , gives us a moving-average
0
representation of the interest rate of the form

a0 + a,rr + a3p. + ay, +
+ P2~
+ fi p, + fi y +
3
4 1

+ y,m, +

BrZrx + ...

=

where p andy, are logs of the price level and
output, respectively If one inverts the money
demand function to produce
~

=

Pre-multiplying equation 10 by Bj yields the
‘reduced-form” vector autoregression (VAR)
representation for Zr,

= 01

(6)

B,9(L)z0 +

dr Jds =y,dmIds~

+y4~IdF + ‘/4~~rIe9F
and this depends upon more parameters
than just a, and $, as r, could change either
directly, or indirectly through variations in p
and y . To evaluate the full effect, therefore,
0
requires us to consider the complete system
formed from no , ~r, Pr’ y, (and whatever other
1
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nature of the dynamic relationships. For
example, if the terms ~,r(L)rt were omitted
from equation 3, the identified supply shock
would actually be iLr(L)r+E~,and so the
computed impulse responses would be
incorrect. It is no wonder then that much
of the controversy about the presence and
nature of the liquidity effect really comes
down to estimation issues.

~

Subtracting equation 13 from equation 6
then yields a relation among the reduced-form
errors:
(14)

MSi.nuin~
In a single-equation method, an attempt

E(I~[11r~a)
=

eT

=

y er + y e~+ 7 e7’ + E;.
2
9
4

Effectively, one is attempting to estimate
the parameters of a money-demand function.
However, one might query whether this is a
satisfactory method for doing so. Eirst, e7
only measures the money supply shock if
there are no contemporaneous effects of Pr or
r~on money supply (a restriction explicitly
recognized by Mishkin). Second, e~,e~and
so on are correlated with e~in general, since,
from equation 11, e~m B&’E~will be a function of e~. Finally it is necessary that precise
estimates of C’he extracted, and this necessitates making the set of conditioning variables
large enough to completely describe the
money supply relation.
The two methods just described will be
referred to as single-equation procedures and
designated as SING1 and SING2, respectively

is made to directly estimate the terms of C(L)
in equation 12. Early studies, summarized in
Thornton (1988), absorbed C~(L)E~
into the
error term, and then proceeded to measure
ET by regressing Inr against lagged values of
Inn, Yn and p . and so on. However, such a
0
regression does not produce an estimate of
e~’in general, but rather the reduced-form
error e7’. The two will coincide only if there
are no contemporaneous effects of any variables upon money Hence, the methodology
involves strong assumptions. A further problem
is that the error term in the regression of r on
0
0), cannot be uncorrelated with e~
unless all the shocks are uncorrelated. This
assumption seems most problematic if the
system has been under-specified, either in
terms of lag length or the number of variables
taken to constitute it, Failure to account for
these effects will lead to biases in the estimated
coefficients. A different complication is the
fact that residuals replace ET in the estimated
relation. Because one is estimating the coefficients of lagged values of Er, the situation is
that analyzed in Pagan (1984), where it is
shown that the estimated standard errors
are understated.
A related single-equation approach which
focuses on estimating the impact response ens
is that of Mishkin (1981, 1982). He inverted
the money-demand equation as in equation 6
and took expectations with respect to some
assumed information set i)r.e to produce
(13)

199$

Systems Metrnoas
Simultaneous-equation estimation
methods address the issue of how to estimate
the parameters of a system such as those in
equation 10. However, some assumptions
have to be made about the nature of the system
if consistent estimates are to be obtained,
and a number of approaches have emerged in
this regard. Each approach is in evidence in
the literature on the liquidity effect and
involves some constraint upon the covariance
matrix of the errors E~ andlor the parameters
in the matrices Bn, B
Table 1 summarizes
the four main approaches in this context.
In the Cowles Commission methodology
cov(E~)was left unrestricted, but the B (.j 0)
1
2
was restricted. For models of monetary
phenomena. this often meant that enough
lagged values of rn, ~ and so on, were omitted
from the system to identify the coefficients
attached to the endogenous variables remaining
in the demand and supply equations. Sims
(1980) condemned such exclusion on
restrictions as “incredible,” a stance that has
been taken up by the academic community
to such an extent that one now rarely sees
the Cowles Commission approach mentioned

+ y,E(rn[q~i)

)+ y~E(yjfl~3.
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Of course, the Cowles Commission
methodology recognized other pos~
sihilifies, which effectively corresponded to the other appnooches
dacumentod im Table 1, hut these

were rarely implemented. See, for
example, Koopwons, labia eod
teipeik (1950).
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the J3~’sthan were needed to exactly identify
the parameters. The assumption of a recursive model exactly identifies the parameters
of the system and, hence, imposes no testable
restrictions on the VAR. One might therefore
categorize the differences as simply amounting
to whether one wants to work with an exactly
identified system or not.
The Wold ordering technique seems to
be very popular in the literature on the liquidity
effect, being used by Leeper and Gordon
(1992), Eichenbaum (1992), Christiano
and Eichenbaum (1992), Sims (1.992) and
Eichenbaum and Evans (1992), inter alios.
This method will be denoted as SYS1 in what
follows. For a given set of variables, authors
utilizing the SYS1 approach often experiment
with many different orderings, and seem to
select between these observationally equivalent
structures according to some prior belief about
the signs and persistence of selected impulse
responses computed from the system. For
example, Eichenbaum criticizes the ordering
adopted by Sims (1992), in which the interest
rate is taken as pre-determined, on the grounds
that a monetary expansion, brought about by
a decrease in E~,produces persistent negative
effects upon prices. Actually, this modus operandi
is quite similar to the approach taken by
researchers within the Cowles Commission
tradition, in the sense that the validity of
their estimates was often analyzed by the
simulation properties of the models, that is,
the dynamic responses of endogenous variables to selected exogenous variables.
Of course, there are intermediate positions. The order condition for identification
requires that the number of unknown parameters in B must not exceed n(n+ 1)12—n,
0
and these might be distributed throughout B
0
rather than being placed so as to make it triangular This method is often referred to as
a structural VAR (SVAR) approach, in the
sense that while no restrictions are imposed
upon the dynamics via B Q 1), non-trian1
gular restrictions are imposed on B . We will
0
designate this as the SYS2 method. In the
liquidity literature, the main representative
of an SYS2 structure is Gordon and Leeper
(1994), who work with a system of seven
variables [mx, ç to, y p. run, cp], where to is the
unemployment rate, r is the 10-year bond
10

Restrictions on Equation 10 Used in
Different Systems Methods
8~
Cowles Commission SEM
VAR ISYS])
VAR 15Y521
VAR (SYS2 5Y53).

Sims octuolly found covlei) and
~such thotbr~cov(r~)(&!Y1 =
covlef), where the tight- bond side
is lIre estimoted cormiance matnia
of nedeced-form (VAR) errors.
Numerically, this decomposition con
beeffected by applying a Chaleski
decompositieo to the dghtmood
side. We feel that this description
of theestimator obscures the fact
that a simultaneous oqaohne system has been assomed recursive, a
pniot emphasized by Coolep and
LeRoy (1985) in their critique of
Sims’ work.

Bj(joml)

x

cov(e:)

x
x

x

x

1995

x

in macroeconometric work. Having decided
that no elements in B ~ 1) could be restricted,
1
chat is, all lagged values appear in every equation, Sims was forced to adopt two other
assumptions to estimate B .
0
First, he proposed that the structural
errors Sf have a diagonal covariance matrix,
that is, they were uncorrelated, so that a
money-supply shock could be regarded as
independent of a money-demand shock.
Second, he chose to make B lower triangular.
0
Together, these assumptions produced a Wold
causal ordering, and that terminology is one
frequently used in the literature. Thus, the
ordering (no, p. y, r) means that mm is deter0
mined; no depends only on lagged values
0
of no , Pr’ Yr and rr. The next variable in the
0
ordering depends on contemporaneous values
of the previous variables in the ordering and
lagged values of itself and the remaining
variables; for example, p depends on no and
0
lagged values of p , y and r. An alternative
1 0
way of expressing the implications of these
assumptions is that the simultaneous system
in equation 10 has been transformed to one
that is recursive, making OLS the appropriate
3
estimator of the unknown parameters in B .
0
It is rather unclear why this set of assumptions is viewed as any more credible than
those proposed by the Cowles Commission.
Indeed, if Sims’ assumptions are invalid,
inconsistent estimates of the contemporaneous
impact of the variables will result, just as they
would be obtained if the exclusion restrictions adopted by the Cowles Commission
were incorrect.
One important difference to the Cowles
Commission framework is that the latter
generally works with over-identified systems,
that is, more restrictions were placed upon
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—Bp). Suppose that one of the long-run
multipliers is zero, say the (i.j)’ch. Then
[adj(B~cBu... —Bp)]1=0 and this imposes
some restrictions between the parameters in
B0 and those in B0 ,...,B,,. To illustrate the
impact of this, consider estimating the first
equations

rate, and cp is the log of the commodity price
index. The system is taken to be recursive
except for money demand and supply which
have the form
(15)

mx,

=

a, + a r, + a p.
3
2

+a4y0 + Bmz(L)Zr +
=

7

+ 7 1n +

2

(20)

+y4cp, + B,.~(L)z,+ Sf,
respectively
An alternative way for reducing the
number of unknown parameters in a SVAR is
to impose restrictions between the elements
of B and B ~ ~ 1), a strategy we will refer
11
0
to as SYS3. These constraints arise from the
belief that certain multipliers in the system
have known long-run values. Shapiro and
Watson (1988) provide a general treatment of
re-parameterizations for studying models that
have the SYS3 nature, and they show that such
strategies free up some of the elements in
z~(j~1)
to be used as instruments. To illustrate this, consider the simple hivariate system
(16)

Zr, =

b12z2, +

(17)

Z,

b, Z +
0 00

0

=

(21)

Z
10

=

b0, (Z

,

2

—

=

+~tbl0r,Ztn_n+Sul,

Ebnozrnr

0=2

=0

Zur

=

0

2, p

=

b02z2, +

=

2 to get

+
+ b~Z ,., + ~
2 2

-

Now, the long-run multiplier being zero
0
will generate a restriction that cth,,, fin , ~nu2,
12020,

b172) m 0, and
we should be able to write
2
= ~(b
so that the equa02,For , F. F
4

tion reduces to
(22)

Zrr

=

2

b02Z 20

12~

+ ØZ

, + biuZa,,

10

+

Z ,.., + br,z r.,, +
00 1
2
n+

Z.
0

simplified by setting n

g 2
,_ +
1 2~2 2

E’,.

This restriction frees up an instrument
for Z, among Zr,.n, Z . , Z2,-.n and Z, , since ~
02
0
00 2
is known once the ocher parameters are given.
Consequently provided the long-run restriction actually involves the parameters of interest
(which may not happen as it is [adjf.B —B —.
0 0
which equals zero), one can estimate b , using as instruments Zn,,r,...,Z2r,,.
0
In the liquidity literature, the SYS3 approach
has been applied by Lastrapes and Selgin
(1994), while Gali (1992) uses ideas from
both the SYS2 and SYS3 approaches.
As is evident frotn the proceeding discussion, there have been many proposals
about how to estimate the parameters of the
simultaneous system. In all instances, certain
moment conditions are used, and so the estimators can he given instrumental variable
(TV) interpretations, in which pre-determined
variables in the system are used as insu-uments.
In the Cowles approach, it is necessary that
the pre-determined variables excluded from
an equation be uncorrelated with the equation’s error tenn while, in the recursive systems
approach, the structural equation errors need
to be uncorrelated with one another as well
as any right-hand side endogenous variables.

+ 53

If this was a traditional system, b and b
02
20
are not identifiable. However, if one imposes
the restriction that E(SurE2r) = 0, one of them
is estimable. No~let us consider the long-run
response of z~to ~2r, which is (b,,+b )I
02
(1h0 n) (~h )— (h.2+b0 2)th20 ~2u) }. If
22
this response is set to zero, then b m h
2
02
and equation 16 becomes
(18)

1995

Z _ ) + ~ 0Z1N0 + ~~~~
20 0

and so
can be estimated consistently by
using z , as an instrument for AZ . Hence,
00
20
this procedure in SVAR work is identical to
the long-recognized possibility of estimating
B0 by imposing restrictions (other than
exclusion ones) upon the parameters of a
simultaneous equations system.
The argument generalizes to a system of
the form
(19)

B Z=B Z,,,, + ... +BZ,+S
0
0
0
in the following way Let the long-run multipliers of a change in z~to ~0 be (B —B —.
0 1
.—Bp)Idet(Bn—Bn—...
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Some have attempted to control for
simultaneity by choasiag darn pciods ead intervals in which m, can
be reasonably regarded as predetermined, for example, by using
weekly data in the lagged reserve
accaua0ag regime—see forcrowpIe, Cachnane 1T989).

When the number of unknown parameters
equals the number of moment conditions, as
in a recursive VAR, it is impossible to test the
validity of such restrictions, and it becomes
simply an act of faith that they are valid. If
the assumption is wrong, then it would
be expected that there will be biases in the
estimates of the parameters. For example,
observe that a liquidity effect may require
that the demand-interest elasticity be negative.
In the event that a liquidity effect is not found,
one might ask: What is problematic about
the implicit demand function being estimated?
Given that we are concerned with a simultaneous-equation system, the most likely
explanation would be bias due to the simultaneity For example, if the system is ordered
recursively as Inn, p, Y~ci, but rn is not predetermined for r. then the OLS estimator of
the contemporaneous liquidity effect will be
biased away from a true negative value and
might even produce a positive value. Hence,
it is hard to know whether any lack of evidence for a liquidity effect is due to the actual
state of the world or estimationlidentification
5
difficulties. Accordingly, it seems that there
is always going to he an element of indeterminacy in a study of the existence of the
liquidity effect.
Another estimation issue concerns the
usefulness of the available instruments. In
particular, it is important that the instruments
are correlated with their respective endogenous variables. When instruments X are in
0
a structural equation already, it is the correlation of the coanplete set of instruments X with
the endogenous variable, after partialling out
X , that is important. It maybe that the raw
0
correlation is high while the partial correlation is very low. Studies by Staiger and Stock
(1993), Pagan and Jung (1993), Kocherlakota
(1990) and Nelson and Startz (1990) have
all concluded that there can he large biases
in the estimators of the parameters attached
to the endogenous variables if the partial
instrument correlation is weak, for example,
<0,2. Thus, it is important that this quantity he examined. In the simple SYS3 example
constructed above, the correlation between
the instrument and regressor is determined
by the magnitude of the autocorrelation in
z . As the autoregressive root tends to unity
20

7995

one would get worse estimates of buz~ This
problem has been studied by Sarte (1994)
and, in the context of the liquidity effect,
Pagan and Robertson (1995).

~

THE: STf.JIUES

Table 2 presents a summary of some of
the evidence on the liquidity effect for studies using monthly or quarterly data. Perhaps
the most striking characteristic is the fact
that early failure to detect a liquidity effect
(largely based on single-equation methods)
has been replaced by a conclusion that there
generally is a liquidity effect when inferences
are based on systems nmethods. Although
this is a comforting outcome, the transition
needs to be analyzed carefully to ensure that
the observed relation is in fact robust to any
assumptions made i~order to identify it.
Four concerns can be distinguished, involving
ho\v sensitive the conclusion is to:
I. different definitions of the monetary
stance;
2, different models;
3. different estimation procedures and
restrictions; and
4. different data samples.
In what follows, \ve examine these
issues using monthly data. Descriptions of
the data are contained in the appendix. The
money price and output series are measured
in logs and are seasonally adjusted. Three
sample periods have been chosen. The longest,
from 1959:1-1993:12, was fatted with a 14thorder VAR, while the shortest runs from
1982:12-i993:12 and has a sixth-order VAR.
An intermediate period of 1974:1-1993:12
with an eighth-order VAR was selected to
roughly coincide with the period of flexible
exchange rates. These choices also reflect
chose adopted in the literature. Equationby-equation and system diagnostic tests (not
reported) indicated the absence of residual
autocorrelation, hut found autoregressive
conditional heceroskedasticity (ARCH) and
some non-normality particularly in the
money and interest rate equation residuals
estimated over longer sample periods. The
ARCH effect was less evident in models
using post-1982 data.
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Summary of Selected Studies on the Liquidity Effect
Author

Interest Main Other
Rate
Variables Model Type

Sample

Freq

Money Variables

Mishkin (1982)
Reichenstein (198/)
Thornton (1988)
keeper & Gordon (1992)

1959:1 1916:4
1965:01 -1983:03
1958:08-1981:06
954:07 1990:12

0
M
M
M

.aM2. .JM!
i/Al
i/Al, i/10, i//BR
..x/1Z iA!?, .iMO

R6—R3
.aR3
sR3
F~

Sims (1992)
lichenbaum (1992)
Christiono & [ichenboum (1992)
Etchenboum & Evans (1992)

1958:04-1991:02
1965:01-1990:01
1959:01 1990:03
1914:01 1990:05
1960.1 1992:3
1955:1 198/:3
1959:01 1993:12
1982:12-1992:04

M
M
W0
M
0
0
M
M

Ml
MI, /40, NB??
Ml MO NB??
NBRX
NBR
i/Al
MO, MI, M2
M2, I??

FF
FF
FF
FF
FE

Y ~ RE RER
fi }~c~
IR

R3

.i~Y

R3
RI,FF

XM P
RlO,!~
V U, (P

~hrtstiano.
Eichenhaum & Evans (1994)
GoIi1l992~
lostropos & Selgin (1994)
Gordon&leeper (1994)

Diffèrermt Money Voriobies

ig iY
iP iY U

i~iY
eY
ER, (P

g

Y
V

SING]
SING]
SING]
SING1/2,
SYS]
SYS]
SYS1
SYSI
SYS1
SYS]
SYS2/5Y53
5Y53
5Y52

to the money-supply equation are identified
with monetary policy For example, one
might assume an ordering such that money
is predetermined for the interest rate (and
possibly other variables as well) and use the
error from the money equation and the estimated dynamics to derive the impulse
responses of the interest rate. Ignoring the
dynamics, this amounts to assuming that the
supply function of money is perfectly inelastic with respect to the interest rate. A different strategy employed by Sims (1992), and
Bernanke and Blinder (1992), is to order the
VAR such that the interest rate is predetermined for money and to treat shocks to the
interest rate equation as the monetary policy
indicator. This yields an interest rate or
R-rule interpretation, since, ignoring the
dynamics, this is equivalent to assuming that
the supply function is perfectly elastic with
respect to interest rates. Empirically, defining money as MO or Ml does not result in
a liquidity effect in a recursive VAR under
M-rule interpretations, while using NBR or
NBRX does yield a liquidity effect for either
M-rule or R-rule identification schemes. For
example, Figure 1 presents the implied interest
rate responses to a one-unit monetary expansion under an M-rule (an increase in ~) for
various measures of money and two alternative

A crucial question is whether changing
the definition of money has been important.
Here, it would seem as if the answer is yes.
The consensus from Table 2 is that for single-equation and recursive models, defining
money as MO or Ml does not result in a liquidity effect, while finer measures such as
nonborrowed reserves, NBR, or the ratio of
nonborrowed to total reserves, NBRX, do.
Nevertheless, one should dig a litile deeper
into the issue of measuring monetary action.
Remember from equations 1 and 2 that we
are concerned with the response of interest
rates to a shift in the intercept of the money
supply equation, and this was measured by
computing the impulse response of interest
rates to the money supply structural errors.
Hence, if one could identify a series corresponding to shifts in the intercept over time,
chat would constitute the basis for an appropriate way to measure the monetary stance.
Such series have been constructed by Romer
and Romer (1989) and Boschen antI Mills
(1993). Fichenbaum and Evans (1992) have
shown that there is a strong liquidity effect
when the first of these measures is used.
For recursive models, a money-supply
or M-rule interpretation implies that shocks
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M I, since an expansionary monetary action
(in his case. an R-rule contraction in ET) led
to a persistent fall in the price level).
Fichenbaum’s proposed solution to this was
to replace Ml or MO with NBR, and to place
P and Yprior to money and interest rates in
the ordering, so that the Federal Reserve’s
M-rule responds contemporaneously to price
and output variables, hut not interest rates.
Fichenbaum reports a small positive response
to expansionary monetary policy in this case.
Earlier, Thornton (1988), in a single-equation
analysis, observed that NER was the only
measure of money which displayed evidence
of a liquidity effect. Thornton’s conclusion
has been reiterated by Christiano and
Eichenbaum (1992) in a systems context
(see Figure 1). Subsequently Strongin
(1992) has suggested that the ratio of NBR
to total reserves, TR, denoted NBRX, is the
best monetary measure, and Eichenbaum
and Evans (1992) have adopted NBRX in
5
their work on exchange rates.
Figure 2 presents the impulse responses
of P, Y and FF to monetary shocks in VARs
ordered as {Y, P NBR, FF, Till, (F, P. NBRX.
FF1 and {Y, P, NBR, FF}, respectively In
contrast to the finding in Fichenbaum (1992),
it is apparent that the price puzzle is still present regardless of which monetary measure is
adopted, although in all cases the estimated
responses are relatively small. The difference
between these and the Eichenhaum results
can he explained by noting that Fichenbaum
used a slightly different sample period
(1965:01-1990:01). Computing impulse
responses from a VAR fit to this sub-sample
does produce impulse responses very similar
to those he reports. Hence, it seems as if the
estimated price-impulse responses are unstable,
at least if NBR or NBRX are used to measure
monetary actions. We examine the issues of
model stability and the precision of the point
estimates in more detail further in this article,
Perhaps the most controversial issue with
the use of nonhorrowed reserves is whether
it constitutes an effective way of measuring
monetary policy The variable NBRX is very
highly negatively correlated with borrowed
reserves BR (-0.82 over the period 1959:011993:12), raising the question about how the
latter should be treated. Suppose that total

/5
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orderings of a four-variable VAR of m, cc y and
p, where a- is measured by the federal funds
race, FF, p is measured by the log of the consumer price index, P, andy is measured by
the log of the industrial production index, Y.
The VAR is fit to the sample 1959:01-1993:12,
and the recursive models parallel some of those
reported in Chrisciano and Fichenbaum (1992).
It is not sufficient, however, to simply
concentrate upon the impulse response functions relating to interest rates and money, as
it is possible that a model producing a plausible liquidity effect also creates implausible
effects of monetary policy upon other variables in the system. This was Fichenbaum’s
(1992) objection to Sims’ work. Sims pointed
out that there was a “price puzzle” generated
from a simple four-variable model based on
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reserves, TR = NBR + BR, showed no variation. Then, if BR has a positive relation to
FF, NBR must he negatively related to FE A
model of this sort was constructed by Gilles
and others (1993). They effectively fix the
total demand for reserves by making it
depend upon real factors exogenous to the
monetary sector, and then add a “discount
window” function in which the supply of
borrowed reserves is a positive function of
FE Hence, they concluded that the observed
negative relation between NBR and EF simply reflects the way that the Federal Reserve
has operated the discount window The import
of this model is not entirely clear because it
makes the supply of BR a function of FE~
whereas the data indicates that the relation is
between BR and the spread between the
Federal funds and the discount rate, RD—
that is, SPRD = FF—RD (see Mishkin, 1992),
and therefore, BR is not a function of FE
alone. Indeed, statistically it would not make
sense to relate BR solely to FE, as the latter is
best described as an integrated process while
the foraner is not. This is evidenced by augmented Dickey-FuIler (with 12 lags) tests of
—1.88 (FE) and —3.47(BR), as compared to
a 5 percent critical value of —2.86.
What is in dispute here is the degree of
substitutability of NBR and BR. With zero
substitutability NBR would appear to summarize monetary policy quite well, But if
there was perfect substitutability, total
reserves would be a better measure, and,
with the exception of the study by Gordon
and Leeper (1.994), this does not seem to
result in a liquidity effect, all responses being
quite similar to those from MO or Ml. An
attempt to allow for non-zero substitutability
might he to incorporate demand and supply
functions for both NBR and BR into the
analysis. A variant of this idea would be to
include both NBR and total reserves (TR) in
the VAR, and this has been done by
Christiano and others (1994). Doing so produces more reasonable price and income
responses than the (F, F, NBR, FF1 model,
and broadly similar responses to those from
the (F, P. NBRX, FF1 model (Figures 2a and
2b), although the price effect is still negative
for a long period of time. There is also some
increase in the magnitude of the liquidity
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effect, and it is less persistent than for the
8
model (Y, F, NBR, FE) (Figure 2c).
The result that neither of the NBRX or
NBR/TR formulations are capable of completely eliminating the price puzzle is consistent with the view of Sims (1992) that the
main source of the price puzzle is the
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system. Too small a set of variables implies
misspecified relations, which can affect estimates of both contemporaneous and dynamic
responses. Because there is a cost to making
the list of variables too large, it is imperative
that theoretical ideas and past research are
used to indicate what variables are likely to
he of major importance. For example, Sims
(1992) and Christiano and others (1994)
extend the NBR/TR formulation to include a
measure of commodity prices. In particular,
they consider the M-rule ordering (F, F, CF.
NBR, FE, Till, where CP is a commodity
price index. Thus, output, the general price
level and commodity prices are taken as predetermined in setting policy Estimating
their model using the monthly data, we find
that the F response is initially negative, but
then persistently positive after a few months,
while the P responses are now persistently
positive (Figure 3a) and the liquidity effect
lasts approximately seven months (Figure
3b). It seems that including additional variables in the policy setting rule goes some
way to eliminating the anomalous price
effects that were obtained using simpler
models.
Another possible model variation is to
allow for interaction with the foreign sector.
Open economy models, for example,
McKibbin and Sachs (1991), emphasize the
determinants of the size of the liquidity
effect in the fofiowing quotation:

NBR-*Y, NBR-*P. CP Model,
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absence of some pre-determined inflation
indicator variable in the Fed’s policy response
function. This implies that the model should
be extended to include variables other than
just money interest rates, output and the
general price level. This line of argument is
taken up in the next sub-section, which
deals with the issue of using alternative
model formulations.

“If the effect of the exchange rate on
domestic demand is large (through the
effect on the trade balance), and if the
effect of domestic demand on money
demand is large (through the income
elasticity of demand), and if the home
currency depreciation causes a rapid rise
in domestic prices, then it can be shown
that home nominal interest rates will tend
to rise after the money expansion ... But
if one or all of these three channels are
weak, then domestic nominal interest
rates will tend to fall after the money
expansion....”

One explanation for the range of conclusions regarding the liquidity effect arises
from the non-uniqueness of models. We
have already alluded to this when discussing
recursive versus non-recursive systems, and
even within a given causal framework models can vary as reflected in the ordering or
set of variables taken as constituting the

Using the MSG model, their simulations
show a strong liquidity effect for the United
States but a weak one for Japan, even though
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the interest elasticity of demand in both
countries is assumed to be the same.
It is clear from such studies that there is
a need to allow for an exchange rate Cr offset.
Introducing an exchange rate also demands
the addition of a foreign interest rate r , to
1
allow for the possibility of uncovered interest
parity that is, e = a- — a- . Within a recursive
1
system, aj would need to appear as the first
variable and e will appear after a-. Fichenbaum
and Evans (1992) and Sims (1992) contain
results which suggest that the conclusions
reached with systems excluding e and a1
1
remain valid, although the magnitude of any
effects differ. Using the trade-weighted
exchange rate, ER, a weighted foreign interest
rate series, RE, and an ordering (RI~Y~I~
CI~
NBR, F1~FR, TR), later referred to as the
exchange rate model (ER), we find that the
liquidity effect is reduced slightly from that
observed for the “commodity price” (CP)
formulation (l~I~
CI~NBR, FF TR} (Figure
4a). There are greater qualitative differences
for the price responses. Figure 4b shows
these for the CP and FR models. Unlike
the situation for the full sample, there is a
perverse price response with the CF model
that is largely corrected by the ER model,
pointing to the fact that the long-run responses
can be very different as models change, even
though the short-run responses are similar.
In contrast, the estimated short- and longrun responses of Fare similar in both the CP
and ER models, as shown in Figure 4c.
The question of how to choose between
alternative models is a vexed one. As mentioned previously most analyses seem to
concentrate upon how closely multipliers
correspond to prior conceptions. This seems
to be a restrictive viewpoint. Structural relations have been estimated in getting the multipliers and it seems appropriate that one
should examine how plausible the estimates
of these parameters are. In particular, the
nature of the liquidity effect directs us to the
demand for money function, and we would
expect that it should feature negative interest,
positive income and (probably) positively
signed price elasticities. A full set of structural coefficient estimates for the CF and ER
models is presented below. The CP model
results for the periods 1959:01-1993:12 and

1995
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1974:1-1993:12 are presented in equations 23
and 24, respectively and the ER model results
for the sub-period (1982:12-1993:12) are in
equation 25. Note that because money is
ordered immediately prior to the interest rate
in the CF and ER model, the initial impulse
response of the interest rate to money shocks
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is simply given by the magnitude of the interest
elasticity of demand for money This follows
directly from equation 7 as the stated recursive
structure has ~r “~9~
= ~‘r~’ dE~
= 0. More
generally however, it is clear that it would be
possible for the liquidity effect to “exist” and
yet for all of the parameter estimates in the
demand function to be incorrectly signed.
(23)

P=.0186Y
CF = .43P+ 2SF
NBR = — .OO7CP — .39P —2SF
FT =8.08Y —5.42P —2.62CP
—12.4 1NBR
TR=—.o2y+.36c+.ol2Cp
+.423NBR+.OO6FF

(24)

P = .038Y
CP=—.42P+.4OY
NBR=.O4CP—.29P—.41Y
FF=11.73Y+19.20P —l.73CP
— 17.O7NBR
TR=,005Y+.6P —.OO9CP
+.41NBR+.OO6FF

(25)

P = .OO2RF+.O55F
CP=—.O12RF+.212Y--.130P
NBR = — .OO8RF —.492Y
+.171P+.049CP
FE = .4O1RF±11.732Y+7.332P
—2.052CP — 14.952NBR
TR = .OO5RF+.037Y+.4192P
— .OO6CP+.41ONBR
± .OOSFE+.O12FR

Perhaps the main use of the idea that
one should think of the issue in structural
terms is that it forces one to think carefully
about the complete specification of the system, and such considerations suggest that
there may be problems in modeling the data
‘with particular choices of the set of variables.
For example, suppose M2 is used as the Incasure of money Then, for such a broad measure of money one really needs to have
another interest rate in the system to capture
the fact that a large component of the assets
making up M2 are interest-bearing. If the
dependent variable in the (inverted) demand
for money function is taken to he the threemonth T-bill rate, R3, then we might take the
federal funds rate as proxying the rate of
return on M2 assets. For a VAR ordered as
(P, F, M2, FE, R3) we find that the estimated
implied demand for money function appears
relatively stable based on a CUSUM test, and
a liquidity effect is observed. But the demand
relation is quite unstable if FE and/or its lags
are omitted from the VAR. Hence, a VAR
only in the variables (P, F, M2, R3) would
appear to be a poor choice. More generally,
given the large body of literature that has
evolved pointing to the instability of U.S.
money demand functions, the fact that estimated parameters of a demand for money
function are fundamental to any conclusion
regarding the liquidity effect has to be cause
for concern. Even if the menu of variables
seems complete, it still may be that the relationship between them is unstable, or the
use of linear models inappropriate, for some
measures of money and interest rates, and
for some sample periods.

With the possible exception of the P
variable in the demand for money function
(FE) of the CF model estimated over the
period 1959:01-1993:12, the estimated structural relations are what would be expected,
with prices responding in a procyclical way
monetary policy (in terms of real NBR movements) reacting negatively to expansions in
prices and output, and a demand for money
function that has positive income and negative interest rate effects. Interpretation of the
equation for TR is harder, but it is interesting
in that it shows that changes in NBR are only
partially reflected in TR, which can be interpreted as indicating that there is substitutability between NBR and BR.
FEDERAL RESERVE
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How much do systems methods contribute to the analysis of the liquidity effect?
Potentially a good deal. As previously mentioned in the discussion on single-equation
estimation procedures, the estimates made of
the monetary stance are ideally the structural
rather than reduced-form errors, and so a
regression of a- upon a distributed lag of
these values could produce quite different
results. Only if the monetary policy variable
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(26)

Impulse Responses of FF to Nfl
{NBR,C~FF}

15.39

(55

m,=a~±a i~±a p,
2
3
±Bmz(L)Z, ±
a-,

{e)~N8R,FF}

=

Yr ±~

±Y3~0r

±y cp,+B, (L)z±E,
4
2

14,56

25.70

23.03

25.79

2032

—24.58

18.48

2356
2562

1828

respectively with F(s~”s~)
= 0. The rest of
the system is taken to be recursive, ordered
as In, y, p, a- , cp}. Because these variables
90
are predetermined for on, and a-i, X, = (1, U,, Y~,

19.92

Pr~a-cur’ cm, z,~,j> 01 provide a valid set of

instrumental variables for a-, in the moneydemand equation, and for mr, in the moneysupply equation. They estimate equation 26
subject to F(s~s~)
= 0 via FIML, using a sixlag VAR, and monthly data from 1982:12 to
1992:04. Pagan and Robertson (1995)
extend the sample period to 1993:12, giving
T = 127 observations, and focus on the
results form = TR and a- = FF.
The existence of the liquidity effect
hinges upon the signs and magnitudes of
both the demand and the supply elasticity
and there are a number of issues in this
regard. First, the precision of estimation of
the demand elasticity stems in part from the
use of the residual of the supply equation as
an additional instrument, and the structural
residuals are only valid instruments if
= 0. In this instance, the assumption may be checked as the system is overidentified—that is, there are more instruments among X, than are needed to estimate
the parameters. Using the parameter estimates from doing IV with X, only that is,
excluding the supply-equation residuals,
reveals that the correlation between the
demand- and supply-equation residuals is
—0.39, which is significantly different from
zero (if money is measured by M2, the correlation becomes —0.79). Also, the excess
instrteenents in X, contribute little to the
prediction of TR in the supply equation.
The F-test of the hypothesis that they do
not enter the first-stage TR regression yields
a value of only 1.49, compared to a 10 percent critical value of 2.18. The presence of
weak instruments means that the elasticity
estimates may be severely biased. Finally
as Gordon and Leeper acknowledge, Rl.0 is
probably not a valid instrument for FE in
the demand equation.

is detennined solely by past quantities will
the two coincide. In terms of the recursive
VAR, a single-equation approach corresponds
to a case in which the monetary variable is
ordered first, whereas the systems approach
generally has money appearing later in the
ordering. However, it turns out that the
conclusions reached concerning the liquidity
effect do not differ greatly because of this
enodification, as evidenced by the close correspondence of the distributed lag coefficients from the regression of FE against 36
lags of E’~’in Table 3, in which ~‘ is alternatively measured as the structural errors from
the two orderings (NBR, F, F, FE) and (P. F,
NBR, FF1. Apparently the conclusions
reached by Thornton (1988) in his singleequation study are not changed by purging
the monetary variable of any contemporaneous effects.°
In the discussion in the first section, it
was suggested that the estimation issues
relate to how to consistently estimate, inter
alia, the parameters of both the demand and
supply of money ftanctions. Working with
recursive systems, we assume the interest
rate is not to enter into one of these curves,
thereby sidestepping the simultaneity issue.
If one wishes to estimate equations 8 and 9
with no zero restrictions on either a, or 72’ it
is necessary to proceed in some other way
Gordon and Leeper (1994) and Gah (1992)
provide examples of how this might he done.
For example, Gordon and Leeper estimate
the money-supply disturbance from a structural model of seven variables, z = Em, a-, to, y,
p. a-eU, cp]’, in which the money demand and
supply block has the form
FEDERAL RESERVE
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Estimates of Gordon and Leeper Demand and Supply Model
FIML (1982:12-1992:04)

FF

V

IV (1982:12-1993:12)

Demond

Supply

Demand

Supply

Demand

Supply

(FR)

(FF)

(FR)

(FF)

(FR)

(FF)

—.028
(.014)

.026
(.013)

—M099
tOlD)

—

FR
P

FIML (1982:12-1993:12)

30.28

22.578

23.529

(10.95)

(9.987)

(13.629)

.958
(.752)

1.007

796

(.603)

(.486)

A95
(.315)

.650
1311)

353
(.237)

RIO

A56
(101)

i41
(.099)

.342
(.010)

(P

1.893
(1.326)

1.879

(1410)

L890
(1.418)

york)

5.04e-2

6.73e-5

6.61e-5

4.98e-2

corr1i:~-c)

0

0

over-id test
p value

.04

.09

4.62e-5

S.31e-2
-—.385

.41

.06

Gordon and Leeper estimate the model using a six-lag VAR and data from 1982:12 to 1992:0411 = 107). We use doto from 1982:12 to 1993:12
(I = 127). Asymptotic standard errors ore reported in parentheses below the pointestimates, Note that the reported estimates ore for the contem~
poroneous coefficients of the supply and demond functions. The dynomics ore left unrestricted, ond ore portialIed out by fitting the VAR.

“Adding the IV supply-equation residual as or additional iustnumeetfan
FF in the demoud equator yields
almost euacty the FlMt estimate af
the demnrd-eqtotion parameters.
‘‘Ta estimate the system, we follow
IS and rewtte it to involve real
morey in place of p,, as that
enables us to impose zero restrictions upon the lag distributions on
ire, in each equation. At the end,
we convert back to the system
inrolrirg p,, m,, ~aady,.

Comparing the IV and FIML results
reported in Table 4, we see there is a
close correspondence between the IV and
EIML estimates of the supply equation.
In contrast, the IV demand elasticity estimate is much larger than the corresponding
EIML estimate (—0.01 vs. —0.026) and
00
is no longer significantly negative.
A
negative correlation between the structural
errors would be expected to produce a
negative bias in the FIML estimator of
the demand elasticity and this leads to a
smaller magnitude for the liquidity effect
for a given supply elasticity estimate. The
inconsistency will be proportional to the
actual correlation between Er and a-~when
F(X,’Er) = 0. Against this, the supply elasticity estimate itself may be biased due to
weak instruments. The net outcome of
these two effects is indeterminate but does
FEDEBAL RESERVE

cast some doubt on whether the liquidity
effect uncovered by Gordon and Leeper
is a real one.
Another approach to estimating equations
8 and 9 that eschews recursive assumptions
is to impose some long-run restrictions upon
the impact of monetary shocks. Lastrapes
and Selgin (1994) and Gali (1992) impose a
variety of these, Lastrapes and Selgin begin
by postulating that a unit shock in the money
supply causes prices to rise by a unit in the
long run, that is, real money balances do not
change, while there is a zero long-run impact
on output and interest rates. As explained
in the preceding section, when discussing
the SYS3 procedure, such restrictions free
up instruments that can be used to estimate
the elements of B . Taking the system to
0
be estimated as (where all lagged values
are suppressed)
RANK OF ST. LOUIS
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(27)

the three long-run restrictions on the impact
of money supply shocks on prices, output
and interest rates hold, as well as analogous
ones involving money demand and aggregate demand shocks.

Ap, =—b~Ay,—b~Am,—b~’.~Ar~
+8,,
Ay, =b~eApe—b~Aen,—b~ Au;±E2~
4
Am, =—b~,Ap,—b~Ay,—b~Au+s,,
=

1995

4~eApe—b~,Ay,—b°,,Am,+84,

imposition of the long-run restrictions on
each of the equations for p,, y, and ir, enables
the estimation of three of the
Before further analysis, one has to consider
why the system above is measured in differences, whereas most of the systems described
previously are in levels. Lastrapes and Selgin
(1994) argue that the variables no,, p,, n-, and
y, are integrated but not cointegrated. If
equation 27 was written in levels, the error
terms must be Integrated of order one 1(1);
otherwise, the equations would represent
cointegrating relations among the variables.
Hence, it is appropriate to transform all the
variables by differencing. Suppose, instead,
that one proceeded to impose the long-run
restrictions upon the levels model, To make
the analysis simple, focus on the equation for
output and assume that the only right-hand
side variables are mt and rn,,. Then, as previously explained in the second section, one
would be using rn,~,as an instrument for Am,
when the equation is re-parameterized to have
Am, and no,., as the two regressors (on,., is eliminated because its coefficient is the long-run
response of zero, leaving the only regressor as
Am,). This estimator is
(r’Em,,,s2,). If en, is 1(1), both the numerator
and denominator are asymptotically random
variables, and the instrumental variables estimacor converges asymptotically to a random
variable, failing to even be consistent. The use
of differenced variables obviates this problem
as the new re-parameterized equation features
A’m, as regressor and Aon,., as instrument, and
r’ZAm,, A’m, will converge to a constant.
0
Now, let us consider the various estimates
that might be made of the initial impulse
response of a-, to shocks in no,. To estimate this,
we need to be able to form B,,”. Accordingly,
six restrictions need to be placed upon the
system to identify the elements in B,. It is
useful to draw these from one of the following
five alternatives:

2. The three long-run money supply shock restrictions hold, along with b~,=
=
= 0.
3. Long-run restrictions on the effect of money
supply shocks on prices and output hold
(but not on interest rates), along with
0

h

“iz

_~0 ...Hh~ 03
— ye. — U,, = r)3o

=

4. Only the long-run restriction on the effect
of money supply shocks on prices holds,
along with b~,= b~,= b~,= b~,=
= 0.
5. There are no long-run restrictions, and Il,
is lower triangular, that is, the system is
recursive.
The first of these is what Lastrapes and
Selgin actually use. Most of their paper specifically mentions only three long-run restrictions, but this fails to identify the magnitude
of the responses, and the quantitative results
they present require the extra long-run restrictions. As an experiment, we consider other
ways of estimating B, that impose only the
long-run restrictions emphasized by Lascrapes
and Selgin, allied with various short-run
assumptions. In particular, we build up to a
recursive system {p, y, no, r) by progressively
removing the long-run assumptions. Given
these choices, and with no being base money
and a- the three-month T-hill rate, the impact
multipliers are, respectively, —63, —20, —8, 5
and 7, showing that the long-run restrictions
do indeed help to identify a liquidity effect.
The magnitude of the effect is large if six
long-run restrictions are imposed, but if only
the three restrictions Lastrapes and Selgin
discuss are adopted, the magnitude is much
the same as found with simple recursive
systems featuring NBR and FE
Clearly there are a number of econometric
estimation issues raised by the work with
non-recursive models such as those of Gordon
and Leeper, Lastrapes and Selgin, and Gali,
and some of these are explored in detail in
Pagan and Robertson (1995). For instance, it
is shown there that the instruments implicitly
used by all three studies are very weak, and
this leads to biases in the estimated impulse

1. The matrix of long-run impulse responses,
CU), ‘slower triangular. This implies that
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structural models in the various studies,
most of the empirical models are estimated
using different sample periods. There are a
number of ways of examining the robustness
of results from changing the sample period,
some of which are considered here. First,
the estimates could he sensitive to estimation
over a sub-period. Examining the impulse
responses for the CP and ER models when
estimated only with observations from the
period 1982:12-1993:12, we find that each
model produces small negative initial effects
on interest rates and that the largest negative
effects, after three of four periods, are around
one-third of what was in evidence over the
period 1974:01-1993:12. Compare Figures 4a
and 5a. Moreover, while the price responses
are similar for both models (see Figure Sb), the
income responses are perverse (see Figure Sc).
To understand why the conclusions
drawn from the models fitted over the
1982:12-1993:12 sub-sample are so different,
we might start by examining the underlying
structural relations. As anentioned earlier, in
recursive systems like the ER and CP models,
the initial effect of money shocks on interest
rates requires that one only examine the
interest elasticity of money demand drawing
our attention to the estimated money demand
curves in each period. The implicit contemporaneous components of the demand equations corresponding to those in equations 24
and 25 for the 1982:12-1993:12 period are

‘4-va
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Basis points
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37 41
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1995

37 4]
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Log
0.15
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CE: FF= —,I4NBR+12.42y
+18,28P+2.97CP

0.05

ER: FF= ,26NBR+12.12Y-l-l1.14P
±.19RF±3,O5CP,

0
—0.05

Over the longer period, ghe interest rate
coefficient was strongly negative so that the
estimated liquidity effect was genuine. In this
shorter sample, the situation is not as clear,
A comparison of the two sets of estimates
points to instability in the money-demand
equation. On the basis of this evidence, one
would have to be skeptical about the presence
of a liquidity effect, although an alternative
interpretation might be that the observations
from the 1982-93 decade are just uninformative about the size of the interest rate coefficient, and that a longer series of data has

410
I

5

9

13 17

21 25 29 33 37 41
Periods

response functions, raising the possibility
that the observed magnitudes for the various
responses are partly an artifact of the estimation procedures adopted.

Different Data )a.mples
Compounding the difficulties arising
from the use of different sets of variables and
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managed to produce more precise estimates
of that parameter.”
To shed further light on this issue, we
estimated the money-demand equation from
the CP model using varying-coefficient techniques. Figure 6a presents the recursive estimate of the NBR coefficient in the FE equation. What is striking in this graph is that
the magnitude of the liquidity effect increased
very sharply after the change of operating
procedures of the Fed in October 1979. In
light of the standard errors, the evidence for
a liquidity effect in pre-1979 data does not
seem very convincing, and there is a suggestion that the 1982-93 decade may be closer
to the pre-1979 period in what it says about
liquidity effects. To assess this latter proposition, we re-estimated the NBR coefficient,
but now with a moving sample window of
120 months so that the last point estimate
uses data from 1983:12-1993:12. Figure oh
presents this information. It is very clear
from this graph that 1979-82 is a watershed
period when it comes to empirical work on
the liquidity effect. If it is omitted from the
data, it would be very hard to believe that
the initial impact on interest rates of money
supply movements is not close to zero.”
Given the sensitivity of results to the
sample period, it is desirable to investigate
the uncertainty about the estimates in more
detail. Here we encounter some difficulties.
The presence of (near) unit roots in the data
means that standard asymptotic formulae for
standard errors, based on the assumption that
the random variables are stationary will be
incorrect and parametric simulation methods
seem to be the best approach to producing
standard errors. Even then, there are problems
in implementing the simulations. One of these
arises from the fact that, over any period
incorporating 1979-82, there is extensive
ARCH in the VAR equations for interest rates
and money The dependence introduced by
the ARCH errors means that one cannot
assume that the shocks are i,i,d, and, therefore, simple bootstrapping methods are not
strictly appropriate in this context.” We have
ignored the effects of ARCH and have determined percentile-based, 90 percent confidence
intervals for the CP model by re-estimating
the impulse responses from 1,000 samples of
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artificial data bootstrapped from the estimated
CP model.” Figures 7a-c present the computed confidence intervals for the income
responses over the three sample periods of
1959:01-1993:12, 1974:01-1993:12 and
1982:12-1993:12, respectively We find that
the income responses could easily be zero
for the first few periods, and are then only
positive in subsequent periods for models
fit using the longer samples. The corresponding results for prices are presented in
Figures 7d-f, and these show that negative
price responses are easily realized from a
model that has positive point estimates
for price responses. Finally as Figures
7g-i show, one gets a well-defined liquidity effect over the first two periods
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This is consistent with Cochrone
(1989) and Gordon and Ieeper
(1992), who find a strong liqeidity
effect esing single-equation, distrih’
uted-lagtochoiques on data for the
period 1979 to 1982, whereas
similar 000lyses using data prior to
1919 were unable to find a,idence
for the liquidity effect.

‘‘There ore many ather problems
that arise in cawpaeiug confidence
intervals which oae not odequotely
dealt with in the literature, first,
some studies use a Macne Carlo
integrator procedore in RATS,
which ossunes that VAR parawetar
esfimotaos are normally distributed,
and this will be incorrect in the
pneseoce of urrit rauls. Second,
because the irfarnotan presented
is the whole iwpalse response functan, the standard errors cawputed
for any giver response (soy the
k’th step) do not capture the mate
of uncertainty about the whole
lenction. Finolly, the impolse
oespanses orefunctions of the VAt
peranatars. If there are more of
the former than the latter, estmatars of the former mast have a singular distoibuflan. Since oae sometimes sees hundreds of impulses
displayed oe a yoga, it is very likely that the distnibutioas ore singular.
‘‘Similar resells to those reported
here ore obtained whenthe error is
simulated from o NlO(0, 1,) distributon instead.
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but not over the last. Notice also that,
particularly for prices and output, the
confidence intervals are asymnnetric. This
asymmetry may be due to the non-stationarity
in the data. Some previous studies have
assumed that the estimated coefficients
can he drawn from a normal distribution,
whereas it is known theoretically that
they should be sampled from a skewed
distribution if there are unit roots in
the data, Sampling from a normal density
will induce the confidence intervals
to look symmetric. Lastrapes and Selgin
(1994) are an exception, and they find

asymmetry in their hoocstrapped confidence
intervals. In their case, however, we suspect
the asymmetries are the result of biases in
the point estimates arising from the use of
first-differenced variables as instruments (see
Pagan and Robertson, 1995, for details).
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Relathvely little attention has been paid
to the impact of monetary policy upon the
complete term structure of interest rates,
despite the fact that the results will be
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important to an understanding of the transmission mechanism. There is a voluminous
literature on the term s,tructure in both
finance and economics which concentrates
upon the slope of the term structure and the
number of factors influencing it. Rarely are
the factors decomposed into those that are
monetary and those that are not. Cook and
Hahn (1989) study the immediate changes
seen in longer-term rates in response to an
announced change in the federal funds rate,
concluding that this effect becomes small for
longer maturities. However, this does not
address the question of the influence of a
monetary policy change, since the federal
funds rate is influenced by many factors, and
we might expect them to have different influence at different points in the term structure.
One way to proceed would be to utilize
the expectations theory of the term structure,
which links long-term rates to the average of
expected short-term rates.°°

1995
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Using the expression for r, in equation 12
and taking derivatives with respect to s’
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we can obtain the long-run responses by
summing the short-term ones. For one-unit
shocks to Er in the CP model over the full
sample period, these are —12.4(rm = 1),
—19.3(n = 4) and 3.180a = 120), which are
of the same order of magnitude as for the
federal funds rate but of opposite sign at
longer maturities.
An alternative method, which does not
depend upon the expectations theory holding,
is to simply add longer-term rates to the VAR
and to directly compute impulse responses
for various interest rates. These are presented
in Figure 8 for FF, R3 and RiO using an augmented CP model ordered as {Y, i’, cr, NBR,
FF, R3, RiO, TR), and estimated over the three
sample periods used in the paper. For the two
longer periods, the outcomes resemble those
noted by Cook and Hahn (1989), but the
period 1982:12-1993:12 shows the greatest
effect of monetary variations to be on the
long-term rate,

Basis points
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That the Fed can influence the federal
funds rate on a daily basis is scarcely debatable. What is puzzling has been the failure of
these actions to show up in data. Perhaps this
simply reflects the fact that most empirical
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precise formula, and higher-order
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there are a number of caveats. Foremost
among these are: The models do not seem
to he very robust to data coming from the
1980s; The implied structural models can
sometimes be implausible; The estimation
procedures often rely on weak information
and, for recursive models, the long-run
multipliers can be contrary to a priori
beliefs. How much damage these features
do to the new view is an unsolved puzzle.
If one encounters odd results, it is hard to
know what their cause is without some
underlying economic model. It may be
that one can produce the observed responses
within a plausible economic model as a consequence of choosing a particular calibration
of it. Research in the past five years has to
he credited with directing attention to the
fact that analyses of the transmission mechanism require a systems perspective, but it is
not clear that the recursive systems chosen
for the investigation are as useful as they
might be. Once unexpected results are found,
the lack of a structure makes it very hard to
account for them. In our view, the natural
progression has to be toward non-recursive
models with less profligate dynamics. The
attempt to say nothing about dynamics
has inevitably lead to a locus upon a set of
variables that may be too narrow to capture
the main interactions in an economy

./
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of the article, ideolly one wants te
waasune the effects of policy-related shifts in the money supply
conic, and the dynamic effects of
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respect to supply innovations.
foweuen, this does notjustify treating inoovotions Os policy. It is our
belief that the innovations con be
best thought of as a mivtere of poii
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working with a model. Setting the
innovations to zero therefore oven-

corrects for policy changes,
although it this instance the
implied policy component would
still be small.
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work does not use daily data, or it might
be a consequence of reactions within the
economy offsetting the initial impact over
a longer time period. It is therefore reassuring
that recent work seems to have isolated
a liquidity effect with monthly data. How
large is the effect? If one takes nonborrowed
reserves as the relevant money variable, the
immediate response of the federal funds
rate in the CP model might be taken to be
around —13 basis points as a consequence
of a 1 percent point rise in the level of NBR.
How large this is obviously depends on the
feasible range of variation in NBR. Historically, the average absolute change in NBR
innovations (1959:01-1993:12) is for a
0.9 percent rise, hut it is only around 0.7 percent during the 1990s. Consequently, the
measured effect does seem to be small.
Even if we cumulate the multipliers until
they turn positive, it would be rare for the
sum to be smaller than—60 basis points, so
that most of the factors historically driving
the federal funds rate do not seem to he due
to the Fed once one looks at it from a monthly
viewpoint. Figure 9 illustrates this, plotting
AFF and AFF, where FF* is the (one-step)
predicted value of FF using the CP model
after setting the NBR innovation to zero, that
is, assuming there is no policy action. Most
of the variation in interest rates seems to be
explained by factors other than those directly
attributed by the model to monetary policy a~
Even if one accepts the “new” view
regarding the presence of a liquidity effect,
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DATA AND DATA SOURCES
Other Series:

Except for the commodity price series
the data are sourced from CITIBASE. The
corresponding CITIBASE mnemonics are
reported in parentheses. The data are monthly from 59:01 to 93:12. All series except
interest rates and the exchange rate are seasonally adjusted.

Y

(lP) = log of industrial pcoduction
index,
P (PUNEW) = log of consumer price
index, urban.
CF (76AXD) = log of industrial countoy
commodity price index. From the
IMF International Financial
Statistics data tape.
U (LHUR) = unevnployment rate, all
workers 16 and over.
ER (EXRUS) = log of weighted-average
exchange rate.

Money (seasonally adjusted):
M2 (FM2) = log of M2.
MI (FM1)=logofMl.
MO (FMBASE) = log of money base
(Federal Resecve Bank of St Louis
definition).
YR (FMRQA-vF6CMRE) = log of total
reserves.
NBR(FMRNBC) = log of non-borrowed
reserves plus extended credit.
BR (FMRRA - FMRNBC) = log of
borrowed reserves excluding
extended credit.
NBRX = ratio of non-borrowed to total
reserves (proportion) -

Interest Rates (percent, not seasonally
adjusted):
RIO (FYGT1O) = 10-year Treasury
Note yield.
R3 (FYGM3) = three-month Treasury
bill yield (secondary onarket).
FF (FYFF) = federal fumds rate.
RD (FYGD) = discount rate.
RE (FWAFIT) = weighted-average
foreign interest rate.
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